
 

Chapter News 
 
The next meeting of the NY Metro NaSPA Chapter will be on Wednesday, 27 April, in room 1219 at the IBM Building at 
590 Madison Avenue, New York City, from 10:00 AM until 4:30 PM. These are the sessions that are on the agenda: 
 

 "The Mainframe: The Latest Disruptive Technology in Cloud", Frank DeGilio, IBM 
Abstract: As companies realize that the proliferation of more x86 Linux instances does not bring them 
the kind of speed and agility they need to compete in today's mercurial business environment, they 
realize they need a new model for Cloud. Progressive companies seeking an advantage over their 
smaller more nimble competitors are turning to the mainframe as the new engine for agile competitive 
advantage. This session will talk about what these companies are doing with the Mainframe to build 
competitive advantage. 

 
 "Modernization of the Linux Platform on System z", Dale Hoffman, IBM 

Abstract: LinuxONE is taking Linux in the Enterprise to new heights.  With a rapidly expanding ecosystem 
(MongoDB, Spark, Docker, node.js,...) and industry leading scale, availability, performance and security, 
LinuxONE is providing unmatched agility for solving business critical problems.  This presentation will 
outline the LinuxONE ecosystem show casing over 100 open source products on the platform and 
respective performance proof points.  A next generation trading platform sentiment and geo-spatial 
trading running on LinuxONE will be used to demonstrate the power of the ecosystem in the context of 
high availability and vertical scale 

 
 "Migrating to z/OS V2.2", Marna Walle, IBM 

Abstract: This is will be of interest to system programmers and their managers who are migrating to 
z/OS 2.2 from either z/OS 2.1 or 1.13. The session covers an overview of the new z/OS V2.2 features, 
options for your z/OS 2.2 migration, ordering and delivery options, and coexistence, migration, fall back, 
and service policies. Driving and target system requirements for both software and hardware are 
highlighted along with some migrations actions you can perform now on your current z/OS release. 

 
Registration: Registration is required.  Please RSVP to mailto:mmarkan@us.ibm.comas soon as is possible if you 
are thinking of attending, but no later than noon ET on Tuesday, 26 April. The meeting is open to non-NaSPA 
members and is free.  Please pass this invitation on to your colleagues! - Mark  
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Why Not Join NaSPA Today?  Visit www.naspa.com for more details. 
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